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have any oil spillage issues though. Have you ever replaced the head gasket on your motor?
Yes, I don't remember exactly when though. It was a couple years ago. Do you think that might
have had something to do with it? It was no more than a pint of oil that came out, if that much. It
made a nice little puddle on the floor, that's it. I know the 3 cylinder geos have aftermarket head
gasket issues where the oil drain hole is WAY too small and must be enlarged or oil will pool up
in the head and at higher RPMs it will start sucking through the PCV and burn in the motor,
creating a smoke screen. I'd hazard a guess and say that your head gasket has the same defect
and the head doesn't drain oil as well as it used to. It's not really an issue as long are you aren't
burning your oil out. No, no oil burning here. I can't say that I checked the gasket all that close.
Nothing really jumped out at me, but I didn't specifically look for it, either. I'm not using or
burning any oil except what I was losing from the distributor, so I guess that's a good thing.
Where did the rest of you find a replacement O-ring? I've searched AutoZone's and Advance's
websites with no success Memphis metro. I just went down to the local autoparts store and dug
around in the oring box and found one that would fit the distributor groove and was thick
enough of a ring to seal. It does not have to be the exact and only oring diameter the car calls
for. Just take your distributor to napa and ask them to match you up a close one for it. It isn't
going to be on their web site. Read more posts 66 remaining. Back to top. OK Join. Choose
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need some more info. Like many of you know I am building this radical G10 engine. Its my
intention to run motorcycle carbs. To make this work. I need a dist with a vacuum advance.
Does anyone have one or know of one? A while back I was reading on Suzuki forum that there
is one about or so. Any info would be helpful. Sept is almost here and I am not ready for it. I
want to run it against an MSD6. I am told it works with our 3clys. I hope Our stock dist. Yep, my
'91 has vac advance. I would assume that all pre also do. Pretty sure 91 was the last year for it. I
don't think there's a rev limiter built into the dist. Not sure know how it could, other than a
rev-limiting rotor like aircooled VWs and others of the time, which it doesn't have. Bad Bent. My
'91 has a vacuum advance. I'll see if my spare engines have one but I doubt it. My
understanding on the MSD6 is that it had double spark up to rpm. After that it's moot, and the
firing is to fast for multiple sparks to be a significant improvement. Or so I read when
researching a box. I read it on the Pertronix site. Other multiple spark discharge systems
typically drop off to one spark at about RPM. Thanks for the quick reply. The rev limiter may be
in our brain box. But yours does have a vac pod on the side. I believe the earlier motors do not
interchange with ours. If it has a vac then I can use it to run an MSD. Sorry I am trying to work
all this out in my head even as I type this. I can see very clearly what I want to do. I have read
post on the TS site. In the past people have had varing luck doing this. I have a hard time
getting around that site still. But working on it. Thanks again Rooy. Bad Bent wrote: My '91 has
a vacuum advance. I've got one in my garage, but I'd have to check if it's for a Mk1 or Mk2. If you
can't find any locally, I know the local wrecker has atleast two. Please look, there is only one
junk yard here. And I am pretty sure he's tired of me asking if they have any new metros. The
next yard is miles up the coast. He has some of the G13s. But crushes often. Let me know wiki. I
should be here tonight. Factory system has plenty of spark unless you're supercharging to
some incredible pressure level. California emissions and newer cars were computer controlled.
Mr Murf 59 wrote: Thats good info BB. The second stike sounds good. I am just really trying to
make sure I have a hot enough spark. The MSD units are heavy though. Weight kills. That
particular system offers a rev limiter socket that uses plug in chips of various values that give
you one limit or, you can up-grade to a rev limit module like I did. With that one you plug it into
the rev limit socket and simply twist the knob to pick the rpm you want for your limit rather than
changing out chips. The system also has plug and play features like rpm trigger module for rpm
dependent functions, ignition retard for easier starts, retard modules for nitrous use etc. Read
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Leak:â€¦there are 4. First is an O ring part 14 in the drawing below. Advance Auto carries it, but I
believe it is special order. I just replaced mine not sure what I gonna do with the other 4 , luckily
they had it in stock. You should be able to order it. You will have to ask for it by part number, It
is not listed in there computer. As with all seals, they wear out over time and require
replacement. Symptoms of this seal leaking are quite easy to pinpoint: Oil on the bottom of your
distributor, on the side of your transmission bellhousing, and on the engine block beside the
bellhousing. The seal itself can be tricky to source if you don't know what to look for. They don't
stock any such seal. To get the genuine seal you'd have to buy a full engine gasket kit for the
car. Not very cost effective if you ask me Instead, each auto parts store should have a box of
universal o-rings to compare your stock one to and find a matching replacement. They had a
remanufactured Geo Metro distributor in stock that I used to find the matching replacement
o-ring for mine. The common o-ring number used for this deal is The full Dorman part number is
Here is a link to the o-ring needed at rockauto. As you can see, it's a very cheap replacement. I
chose to leave the spark plug wires on to keep things more simple, but I did take off the wire
coming from the coil. You do not need to take off the rotor to do this job, but now would be a
good time to replace it and the cap if you have been lagging behind in your maintenance.
Disconnect the power cable going to the distributor. Before doing the following take a scribe or
something to mark the metal with and make a mark that will extend across the bracket and the
distributor. Most people do this so that after are finished with replacing the O ring they can
return the distributor to that line and avoid having to redo the timing. There are only two T40
bolts or 2 12mm ones depending on the year of your car securing the distributor to the
distributor mounting plate on the driver's side of the head. Remove both of these Firmly take
hold of the distributor by it's sides, making sure not to damage any of the wires or insides. Now
firmly pull straight out. No twisting should be necessary. Mine came out fairly easily. This can
only go back on 2 ways: 1. The right way. If, when you are done with your repair and the car will
not start, or it starts, but runs poorly, then chances are your degrees off on your distributor. It's
best to take a picture of the rotor on the distributor as I have done above and reference that
position when putting the distributor back on. As you can see, my o-ring was definitely in need
of retirement. Mine was cracked up real bad and it broke while taking it out. While you have it
out, you might as well clean off all of the oil on the distributor and the side of the motor and
transmission. Make sure you clean the distributor shaft up and ensure that there are no foreign
debris on it. Clean the distributor shaft prior to installing the new o-ring Lightly oil the o-ring
and carefully slide it onto the distributor shaft, taking care not to spin the end of the distributor.
Lightly oil the shaft of the distributor and the inside of the distributor mounting plate and slide it
back in, taking care to note the correct position that the rotor needs to be in. You've just
repaired one of the most common oil leaks on the Geo Metro! Please follow these directions in
reverse order to get your car back into operating condition starting at step 3. Don't forget to
reset your timing. I believe you are referring to item 2? There is a gasket between the bracket
and the head. No one seems to be able to find a gasket for this area. If you are getting oil inside
of the distributor here is an O ring on the shaft that spins inside the distributor. Inside of dizzy
is wet. Any info for the internal one? Seal size, dorman part etc, would be very helpful. Thanks
all! Unscrew and remuve the crank angle sensor and mounting bracket. Unscrew and remove
the rotor bearing hold down bracket. Mark the bottom of the dizzy shaft and the drive collar with
an index mark, this will give the correct rotor position during re-assembly. Remove the shaft
and take the dizzy body to a parts house. On the G10 dizzys I changed the bearings and seals.
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